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open-ended character of cooperation
SP temporal scope
character of cooperation goals
commitment
unilateral institutional commitment
intensity and scope of joint activities
challenge resistance
resistance to external challenge(s)





faux pas or insulting demarches
mutual respect
mutual respect for cultural diversity
deliberation and decision-making parity
partner-interest undermining practices or broken promises
IV1: STRATEGIC GOALS CONVERGENCE
goals/issues convergence scope














IV2: STRATEGIC ROLES CONVERGENCE
international roles proximity 





strategic actor-system narratives convergence
IV3: UNIQUE BONDS
shared values
references to common values in 
manifestos
shared or similar experiences
references to shared or similar 
experiences in manifestos
developed personal diplomacy lack/occurrence of personal bonds




a) qty of joint bodies















No SP-founding document [0]
partnership legalization level
bilateral intl. agreement: x >1 [+2]
bilateral action plan: x >1 [+1]
bilateral declaration: x >1 [+1]
none of the above manifestos [0]
partnership age
effective partnership age
76%-100% effective age/general age scale: [4]
51%-75% effective age/general age scale: [3]
26%-50% effective age/general age scale: [2]
1%-25% effective age/general age scale: [1]
partnership current status
existing partnership: [1]
partnership not existing any more: [0]
cooperation basis
cooperation domains comprehensiveness
cooperation domains: x > 1 [1]
cooperation domains: x = 1 [0]
average annual qty of all bilateral manifestos
qty manifestos/year: x > 7: [4]
qty manifestos/year: 6 < x < 7: [3.5]
qty manifestos/year: 5 < x < 6: [3]
qty manifestos/year: 4 < x < 5: [2.5]
qty manifestos/year: 3 < x < 4: [2]
qty manifestos/year: 2 < x < 3: [1.5]
qty manifestos/year: 1 < x < 2: [1]
qty manifestos/year: 0.5 < x < 1: [0.5]
qty manifestos/year: x < 0.5: [0]
partnership development dynamics
qty partnership upgrades: x > 4: [4]
qty partnership upgrades: x = 3: [3]
qty partnership upgrades: x = 2: [2]
qty partnership upgrades: x = 1: [1]
qty partnership upgrades: x = 0: [0]
DV2: COOPERATION 
SUSTAINABILITY
open-ended character of cooperation
SP temporal scope
non-time-limited: cooperation [1]
 time-limited cooperation: [0]






policy coordination officer/department: [+1]
diplomatic representation: [+1]
other institutions: [+1]
no institutional commitment: [0]
intensity and scope of joint activities
high intensity and broad scope: [3]
medium intensity and moderate scope: [2]
low intensity and narrow scope: [1]
challenge resistance
resistance to external challenge(s)
loyalty to partner's external challenge(s): [1]
little to no loyalty to partner's external challenge(s): [0]
resistance to internal challenge(s)
solved internal crisis/crises: [1]
no internal crisis/crises: [0]
unresolved internal crisis/crises: [-1]
IV2: STRATEGIC ROLES CONVERGENCE
international roles proximity 
(PIPR-metrical Euclidean distance measure, r)
power
a) status of power
global actor: [3]
major regional actor: [2]
minor regional actor: [1]




hard (ordinary) power: [1]
influence
a) size of territory (sq m)
b) size of population (no.)
c) size of GDP (USD, current)
d) share of actor's GDP in world GDP
e) GDP growth (annual, %)
f) military expenditure (USD, current)
g) military expenditure (% of GDP)
presence
a) geographical: [+1]





scholarly attribution of salience 
to a given S/IO's 'strategic relevance' (EBSCO ASC n-gram)




IV1: STRATEGIC GOALS CONVERGENCE
goals/issues convergence scope





goals/issues proximity degree (r similarity score for S vs IO)
goals/issues adjusted proximity degree
a) (r similarity scores for S vs S-IO)




concurrence) ("+" value of r similarity score for S vs IO)
negative goals/issues 
convergence (vectoral 
divergence) ("-" value of r similarity score for S vs IO)




a) qty of joint bodies
qty > 11: [3]
qty = 6-10: [2]
qty = 1-5: [1]
no joint bodies: [0]




no joint bodies: [0]
standardized meetings
regular meetings and a fixed formula: [1]
regular meetings or a fixed 
formula: [0.5]
no regular meetings and fixed 
formulas: [0]
dispute settlement mechanism
joint conciliation body: [3]
joint consultation mechanism: [2]
external dispute settlement 
mechanism: [1]
no dispute settlement mechanism: [0]
foreign-political interaction intensification
contact levels
a) contact levels comprehensiveness
meetings at all 4 levels: [3]
meetings at 3 levels: [2]
meetings at 2 levels: [1]
meetings at only 1 level or none at all: [0]
b) the prevailing contact level
mainly specialist level: [4]
mainly lower-rank executive level: [3]
mainly higher-rank executive level: [2]
mainly parliamentary level: [1]
contact frequency
high annual average of 
meetings: [3]
moderate annual average of 
meetings: [2]
low annual average of meetings: [1]
informal interactions
occurrence of informal interactions: [1]








shared or similar experiences
references to shared or similar 
experiences in manifestos
references to positive experiences: [1]
no references: [0]
references to negative experiences: [-1]
developed personal diplomacy lack/occurrence of personal bonds
occurrence of identifiable positive personal bonds: [1]
lack of identifiable personal bonds: [0]





both partners' individual institutions: [2]
only one partner's promo 
institution: [1]
one partner's promo institution covering 
another partner in wider regional scope: [0.5]
no institutions: [0]
mutual-understanding promoting activities
both partners' periodical 
activities: [2]





faux pas or insulting demarches
no faux pas or insulting demarches: [1]
at least one faux pas: [0]
at least one insulting demarche: [-1]
mutual respect
mutual respect for cultural diversity
manifested in SP-founding 
document: [3]
not featured in SP-founding 
document: [0]
deliberation and decision-making parity
manifested parity: [3]
missing parity: [0]
partner-interest undermining practices or broken promises
no interest-undermining 
practices or broken promises: [0]
manifested interest-undermining 
practices or broken promises: [-2]
